
READY FOR SOMETHING NEW?



We are a young carbon start-up company which develops, manufactures and distributes (cycling) sport 

composites. From the idea to the implementation, we form the interface between innovation and tech-

nology. Together with our engineers, wheel experts and the influences of professional cyclists, we develop 

high-tech carbon wheelsets at the highest level.

By using and developing an Airbus patent from the aerospace environment, we are able to machine 

carbon fiber uniquely. This technology does not require manual processes during manufacture, a thread 

from start to finish. We do not import any white-label mass-produced goods from the Far East and 

stamp them with our own label. We produce and deliver customized, high-quality, custom-made wheels, 

all “Made in Germany”. 

WE DELIVER AN INDEPENDENT AND INNOVATIVE DESIGN, REPRESENT THE HIGHEST QUALITY AND

ONLY SELL WHAT MEETS OUR HIGHEST STANDARDS. 

 

This allows us to take an almost revolutionary step in the wheel market: a large part of our product range 

is completely unpainted. We do not have to hide anything, do not use optical cosmetics - nothing! We 

create one of the purest wheel sets in the world in a clean carbon look, every fiber visible.

Who we are.



We, Max Achten (l.) and Philipp Kielwein are passionate athletes and tinkering at 

the foot of the Odenwald to shake up the traditional cycling industry with our in-

novative products. We stand for top performance, fair prices and hope to continue 

to establish ourselves as an “insider tip” in the industry.



Carbon with its unique 
properties has been 

known for some time as the 
material of the future, but 
how does a carbon f iber be-
come a rim?

In order for carbon to be-
come a reinforcement, the 

f ibers must f irst be shaped. 
For this we use a high-speed 
radial braiding system. With 
their help, a braided rein-
forcement structure of the 
carbon f ibers, the so-called 
preform. In this process step, 
the carbon f iber is braided 
around a forming core, which 

is later removed again to 
achieve maximum weight 
savings. 

The next step is to inject 
the “dry” textile, ie our 

preform, with epoxy resin us-
ing the RTM process. In this 
injection process, the Resin 
Transfer Molding (RTM), the 
preform is placed in an alu-
minum mold specially manu-
factured for the respective 
component geometry and 
cured under pressure and 
temperature. At the end of 
this process step, we get the 
almost f inal rim, which now 

only has to be deburred and 
partly painted. The advantage 
of this process is the possibil-
ity to keep a very constant 
quality level even with high 
quantities, which is why the 
automotive industry applies 
this process for the produc-
tion of CFRP components.

Technology.

There are many wheelsets on the market, most manufacturers work with OEM 

rims from overseas and assemble them up in Europe / USA. That’s not enough 

for our demands! We want a process where WE can make sure every fiber is 

where it should be and not placed by hand.



An enhanced Airbus patent 

guarantees outstanding quality 

and a unique design



Aerospace technology, long

researched and developed



On request, we use a darkened 

clearcoat, otherwise no lacquer 

and no carbon topcoat is used.

Raw & clean as it should be.



Ondulation-free production
Ondulation (The word derives from the French “onde” for “wave”.) 

The use of the patent developed by Airbus in the UD braiding pro-

cess allows the production of a non-damaging composite material. 

As with the biaxial braiding process, two fibers overlay and under one 

another, the fiber has to “stretch” over a minimum distance in order 

to completely strengthen the braid. In unidirectional braiding there 

is no ondulation (no waves) as the fiber continuously wraps around 

the body leaving no layers. The mechanical characteristics are much 

higher than in traditional biaxial braiding processes.

Together with a thin, thermoplastic support yarn, the 
carbon fibers now run in one direction. The thin sup-
port thread causes a significantly lower undulation in 
the braid, so that the mechanical characteristics are 
significantly improved. A typical field of application for 
the technology is aviation with the high demands on the 
performance of the material.

The original and therefore also as standard braid
referred to technique, is the biaxial mesh. Two
Thread systems spiral around the core, one direction 
clockwise, the other opposite. Both then together the 
braid.

Unidirectional 

braiding (UD)

Biaxial

braiding



ADVANTAGES COMPARED TO PREPREG PRODUCTION

- No air pockets as a continuous fiber

- No manual patch as machine production

- No overlaps

- Only one transition, since continuously wrapped

- No sanding of the transitions necessary

- Perfect resin distribution, as each fiber is uniformly enclosed by the resin

- Higher heat resistance

- No risk of delamination

- Higher security

- No carbon top layer - less weight

- Aviation technology for highest quality

- Better quality for the same price

- Higher durability due to highest mechanical characteristics

- Made in Germany
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